
Challenge: Damage-free clamping of alloy wheels. 
 Plastic clamp covers are missing, or are not installed by technicians, resulting in metal-to-

metal contact with wheel. 
 Current plastic clamp covers are difficult to use on stiff-sidewall applications. 
 Chromed wheels can slip during service while clamped externally. 

Solution: Coats Grip Max™ Laminated Clamps 

 Plastic protectors are integrated into the clamp so they will not come off. 
 Integrated protection eliminates metal to metal contact when clamping externally. 
 Updated jaw profile drastically improves ease of use when outside clamping stiff sidewall tires. 
 New Grips offer twice the slip resistance of conventional clamp covers. 
 Grips last 30% longer than conventional clamp covers. 
 22” Grip Max™ can be ordered with metal jaws having teeth for traditional internal clamping of 

steel wheels or without; 28” Grip Max™ are without teeth, for external clamping only. 
 The metal jaws can be replaced without purchasing new clamp bodies. 
 Multi Position clamps allows for adjustments covering a wide range of rim sizes. 
 Fits Coats X model Rim-Clamp™ tire changers. 

6”-22” External Clamping on 50X & 70X 
9”-30 External Clamping on APX 
Part number w/ Teeth 85000758 (internal/external) 
Part number w/o Teeth 85600345 (external only) 

16”-28” External Clamping on 50X & 70X 
 Not for use on APX 
Part number 85606361 (external only) 
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Great Customer Value: A customer only has to prevent damaging 3 rims for Grip-
Max to fully pay off. If a customer currently replaces clamps every 3 years (at a 
cost of $375), clamp covers every 3 months, and the new clamps prevent damage 
to 2 rims per year (at $200 each), over a 6 year machine life, the customer will 
save: 
 $235 in clamp and clamp cover replacement costs. 
 $2,400 in wheel damage. 
This equates to a $2,635 value to the customer, or a $1,990 savings over the life of 
the tire changer! 

Rebuild Kit for 4 clamps.  Available with side 
covers with or without teeth for internal 
clamping 
 8 Plastic Grips 
 8 Metal Side Covers 
 8 Assembly Hardware sets 
 
Rebuild Kit with Teeth  85000768 
Rebuild Kit without Teeth  85600314 
Two bolts only   850006102 
Two nuts only   81826822 

Replacement Grip Sets of 8 (for single 
machine) or 40 (for multiple machines). 
 
Replacement Grips 8 pack 8500059408 
Replacement 40 pack  8500059440 
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